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ABSTRACT
Agriculture in China has experienced a compelling growth in the early 1980s, a buoyant up-beat in the early 1990s, and an extended period of low growth after 1995. Decollectivization, market reforms, public investments and technology have played a critical role during this overall successful process. However, the transition has also led to increasing inequalities between the agricultural and non-agricultural population, and substantial institutional issues remain to be fully addressed. The Chinese government is now reemphasizing agriculture and rural development under its “New Rural Campaign” with the objective to address rural-urban inequalities, but a stronger emphasis on participation and tenure reforms is warranted.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the role of agriculture in the national economy has been changing over the past half century. While agriculture was mainly regarded as a resource to be tapped for urbanization and industrialization in the 1950s, development economists in the 1960s and 1970s started to view agriculture as a more active force for development and drew insights in the process of agricultural growth per se. Far from being just a declining sector, agriculture makes important contributions to the structural transformation in developing countries; it can provide labor, capital, foreign exchange, and food to a growing industrial sector and market for domestically produced industrial goods (Johnston & Mellor, 1961). In Transforming Traditional Agriculture, Schultz (1964) claims that small farmers are efficient, provided sufficient education and training are offered. Underpinned by this intellectual rethinking, the “Green Revolution” of the 1960s and 1970s led to great increases in agricultural production caused by technological change – though there are some debates about its unequal impact on farmers of different scale (Eicher & Staatz, 1998). In the 1980s, the failure of numerous public interventions and international development projects showed that a growth-oriented strategy should be pursued persistently, rather than trying to lift the growing population out of poverty merely by redistributing existing assets. Poverty remained high on the agenda in the 1990s, in the presence of globalization and its controversial outcomes.

This development of thinking is partly reflected – though with some delay – in the development of China’s agriculture and agricultural policies over the last thirty years. Given its limited natural resources, China deserves credit for feeding over one-fifth of the world population and lifting millions of rural poor out of poverty. A large factor of this success is agricultural growth, which itself is generally attributed to the institutional reforms (in the early 1980s), market reforms, technology progress and increasing public investments. While after the initial success of the early- to mid-eighties, the role of agriculture was often downplayed as one of “feeding industry”, the political agenda shifted again towards agriculture and rural development with the beginning of this decade. From 2006 onwards Chinese leaders are following a strategy led by the “New Rural Campaign” to overcome the long-lasting depression of the rural economy (relative to non-rural) and to ease the increasing political unrest due to the rising inequalities.

The resurgence of agriculture and rural development strategy fits the “developmental paradox” where the tendency for support to agriculture increases with the level of economic de-
development (measured by the per capita GDP) (Anderson & Hayami, 1986). However, this resurgence also invokes agricultural fundamentalism in encouraging farm price policies and other inefficient policy instruments which have been ubiquitously applied by politicians to achieve their domestic policy objectives in favor of specific pressure groups. In agricultural transformation, it is of central importance that technological progress frees rural labors, resulting in increased productivity but declining prices in real terms. The long-term decline in agricultural product caused by increased total factor productivity pushes labor out of agriculture. Governments therefore have focuses on offsetting the adverse effects of the structural adjustment in transition. Many of ineffective policies and programs have been found that the government support was based on production and was not directly on the needs of individuals to facilitate movement out of farming at lower costs (de Gorter & Swinnen, 2002).

This paper aims at providing a retrospective on China’s agricultural transformation process over the past thirty years and, based on this, assessing how its current “New Rural Campaign” addresses the remaining, current and future challenges. It begins with a brief review of China’s agricultural transition from 1977 to 2007, by grouping these past 30 years into four stages according to different key contributing factor of development. Section 3 elaborates the decline of agriculture in national economy by examining the real price of farm produce and intersectoral movement of labor. Section 4 describes the ongoing “New Rural Campaign” and in how far it addresses the current challenges of China. Some conclusions are drawn in the final section.

2 KEY CONTRIBUTING FACTOR AT STAGES OF CHINA’S AGRICULTURAL TRANSITION

Agricultural development in China since the late 1970s can be broadly divided into four phases (See Figure 1). The first is associated with incentive reforms and delegation of decision-making power from the commune to individual agricultural households, i.e. the introduction of the so-called Household Responsibility System (HRS). After substantial local-level piloting, the HRS was formally adopted at the national level in the late 1981 (Du, 2006; Lin, 1992). By the end of 1983, almost all of rural China had adopted the HRS.

The second stage of China’s agricultural development since the country’s opening up features the domestic market liberalization by developing market institutions. From 1977 onwards farmers were allowed to trade grain on markets once they fulfilled their delivery quotas to the state procurement system (trade in urban areas was still restricted in the initial stage). Nevertheless, markets were still substantially controlled by the government (Holton & Sicular, 1991). In 1978, the procurement prices were raised to give substantial incentive to farmers, though the control on the retail prices in urban areas was seldom lifted in favour of urban sector. Consequently, the fiscal burden rose substantially. To secure low consumptive price in favour of urban areas and industry, the domestic grain market was rationed until the early 1990s when procurements prices were raised to market level and the parastatal marketing system was broken.
**Figure 1 Agricultural transition in China (1977—2007)**

- From 1977 onwards, farmers can trade grain on free market once they had fulfilled their delivery quotas.
  - In 1978, the procurement prices were raised to give substantial incentive to farmers.
  - Incentive reforms and decollectivization, inter alia, HRS (de Brauw et al., 2004; Fan, 1991; Lin, 1987; Lin, 1998).
- No mandatory production plans in agriculture would be set. The obligatory procurement quotas were replaced by purchasing contracts (Holton & Sicular, 1991).
- Decollectivize grain companies.
  - It was until 1993 that both the procurement price in rural areas and sale prices in urban areas were de-controlled (Rozelle et al., 2000).
  - Due to the rapid inflation in grain price, retrieved administrative control in 1994 (Lin, 1992).
  - Contribute to the agricultural growth (de Brauw et al., 2004)
- Stagnated growth in agriculture
  - Robust public investments (Fan et al., 2004)
  - Technology progress (Johnson, 1998)
  - At the price of environmental sustainability

Source: Authors’ illustration.
While the “marketization phase” of agricultural development started together with the first phase, the climax of market reform was the declaration, at the beginning of 1985, that no mandatory production plans in agriculture would be set and that the obligatory procurement quotas were to be replaced by purchasing contracts. A wide-ranging commercialization of the procurement grain system was promoted in the early 1990s and the decollectivized grain companies were allowed to claim half of their profits. Transactions among private and commercialized traders accounted for most of the movement of China’s grain (Rozelle et al., 2000). In this context, though the grain production was depressed well into the 1980s, agriculture still witnessed a sizable growth. However, depressed agricultural production triggered political unease in the late 1980s and reignited further administrative intervention (Lin, 1992).

The third development stage, starting around 1995, is characterized by a long-lasting period of relatively slow agricultural growth as well a growing rural-urban inequality. Though some studies attribute the growth of the late 1990s to public investments (Fan et al., 2004), public investments in agriculture of less than 10 percent (see Figure 2) can hardly be called substantial considering a 70 percent share of the rural population.

Starting with the current decade, the political tide began to turn in favour of agriculture and rural development. This culminated into the “New Rural Campaign” for 2006 and the eleventh Five-Year-Plan (2006-2010), a national strategy for agriculture and rural development. These recent developments can be regarded as the fourth stage of agricultural development in China.

Substantial literature is available on the reasons underlying growth at different stages (de Brauw et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2003; Lin, 1992). Fan et al. (2004) found the institutional reforms from 1978 to 1984 account for 60 percent of total production growth in Chinese agriculture and 51 percent of poverty reduction. However, for the period from 1985 to 2000 a positive contribution of institutional reforms to agricultural production growth could no longer be found. Public investments became the main engine for agricultural development during that period (63 percent), as well as poverty reduction (94 percent). The contribution of institutional reforms to agricultural growth and poverty reduction waned during the post reform period in China. Further institutional reforms on security of land tenure, appropriate rural credit deregulation and congenial extension of agricultural technology are pending.

There are also studies comparing the contribution of the incentive reform at the first stage and market reform at the second stage. De Brauw et al. (2004) found that the incentive reform and increased decision-making authority of producers contributed more than the market liberalization, which increased responsiveness and flexibility at the second stage.
Lin (1992) claims that the decollectivization accounts for about half of the agricultural output growth at the first stage of the reform; the contribution of other market-related reforms on productivity is very slim. Johnson (1998), however, claims that the early growth in agricultural output might come from the HRS, but once the superior incentive effects of the HRS had been realized, increases in output in the following years came from technological improvements and resource increases.

3 “FARM PROBLEM” AND CHINA’S AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION

The relative decline in farm incomes and concomitant outflow of labor in structural transformation are called “farm problem” by Schultz (1953) because of the hardship along this process. Partly due to the government’s capability to extract “surpluses” from agriculture, the industrialization in China has been growing very rapidly. The share of agriculture to the national economy was reduced to 27 percent in 2004. For the staple foods sector, internationally, growth of 3-4 percent is considered very rapid (Mellor, 1998, p138). Nonetheless, from 1995 onwards, this figure was below 4 percent and the growth of agriculture was stagnating (Figure 3).

A host of indicators can be used to examine the relationship between agriculture and the national economy. Amongst various price indices, real agricultural prices are more informative. Dividing the nominal agricultural prices by those of other sectors, real agricultural prices provide different dimension to discuss the effects of policies on agricultural incentives (Norton, 2004, p 57).

In Figure 4, agricultural price is deflated by an index of consumer price and an index of agricultural means of production. Although each of them measures different concept, both of them can express the change in the purchasing power of agricultural output.1 We observe a long period of low relative price in favour of the non-agricultural sector. The deflated price index of farm produce was below 1 from the late 1980s to 2001, with an exception in 1995.

---

1 Deflating an agricultural price index by an index of price of agricultural input (agricultural means) would indicate trends in profitability of agricultural production. Deflating an agricultural price index by the consumer price index yields an index of the purchasing power of farm households as consumers. The depressed real index increases the real wage in national economy.
Explaining stagnating farm income in China has often focussed on depressed farm-gate prices. This, from the mid-1990s onwards, has raised political pressure to use price support policies such as those widely used in developed countries. However, international experience shows that direct intervention on the prices of farm produce is neither effective nor efficient (Anderson & Hayami, 1986). Falling long-term food prices have been the result of technological progress and low farm-gate prices have pushed resources out of agriculture, thereby driving the transformation. It has been shown that the absolute and relative incomes earned by farm families in various countries have no relationship to farm prices (Johnson, 1985). Many farm supports, in particular price subsidies, impede allocating resources efficiently, drain immense government budget, and put stresses on natural resources and environment. Rather, focus should be on the speed of the intersectoral resource movement to facilitate the transformation, rather than applying direct subsidy and trade protection (Anderson, 1983; Ke, 2005).

In agricultural transformation, it is of central importance that technological progress frees rural labors, resulting in increased productivity but declining prices in real terms. No matter how important agriculture is in the national economy, structural change and agriculture transformation lead to a decline of agriculture in proportional output terms as well as - relatively and, eventually absolutely - in the labor force. Anderson claims that when the share of the labor force in agriculture falls below about 20 percent and the share of food expenditures in urban household budgets drops to 30 percent, the increase in food price is not as expensive in relative terms (Anderson, 1983; Anderson & Hayami, 1986). China still has quite a journey to travel in the process.

Figure 5 presents two divergent lines between rural population by, first, the permanent residency registration system (hukou) and, second, rural population by residency, collected by two Chinese official statistical sources, China Statistical Yearbook (CSY) and China Rural Statistical Yearbook (CRSY). While CSY defines rural population according to hukou, CRSY treats those who live in rural areas more than 6 months as rural population.

This discrepancy is one indication for the urbanization in China. From the late 1990s, provincial governments started to strengthen the projected urbanization because this figure would be used to judge their political performance. As local common assets have only ambiguous

---

2  *Hukou* traditionally limits migrants’ access to employment and public services such as health and education. However, these characteristics are changing. For instance, according to (Lin et al., 2004), the dramatic residency reform in 2002 allows migrants to have permanent residency in midsized cities.
property rights, agricultural land has often been expropriated cheaply by local leaders. Expropriated farmers might obtain urban registration (hukou) and therefore get rid of the rural identification which has long stigmatized them as inferior and poor. Nevertheless, unable to gain from the often vastly increased price of their lands and unable to fit themselves in the rest of the economy, many farmers feel deprived of what used to be not only a productive factor but also a safety net (Economist, 2005). Consequently, the landless “rural population”, created by urbanization projects can lead to poverty. Partly as a consequence, inequalities within villages were found to be larger than the regional difference (Benjamin et al., 2005).

**Figure 5 Agricultural transformation: a migration perspective**

A substantial share of the population is still living in rural China and most of them are engaged, at least part-time, in agriculture. While rural-urban migration is a key driver of China’s growth and is rightly supported by the government, there is a limitation to its pace. Rural areas will remain important for a large share of the population and for the economy as a whole. Hence, agricultural-based strategies and rural development programs should focus on creating demand for a wide range of goods and services with high employment content, rather than forced-draft planned urbanizations. As the composition of the rural population shifts increasingly from farmers to employees, the employment effect of public actions is becoming increasingly critical.

Figure 6 shows that the growth in agricultural output contributes overall to less than 0.6 percent growth in agricultural employment. It was in the late 1970s that, because of the institutional reforms, agricultural growth leveraged a substantial increase in employment. By the same token, the growth in agriculture does not create spill-over effects for employment in other sectors in rural areas. As the plot shows, agricultural growth does not lead to high employment in rural enterprises. In the late 1990s, robust government investments stimulated a transient upbeat in rural employment. Shortly after that, the figure turns flat below the 0.6 percent line again.

---

3 It is doing well indeed to experience a 0.6 percent growth rate in agricultural employment for each percentage point in the output growth rate (Mellor 1998, p139).
The accelerated growth in employment must be accompanied by accelerating growth in food supplies. China made this. Vice versa, a growth in agriculture production without increasing employment will depress the prices and thereby dampen the incentive in agriculture (Mellor, 1998). China, however, failed in this.

Figure 6 Employment effect of agricultural growth

Note: The outlier of around 1999 is due to changes in statistical measurement.

4 THE “NEW RURAL CAMPAIGN”

Given the increasing concern about the rising inequality and continuously high concerns about food security, agriculture has returned back to the top of the political agenda over the last several years. The government is explicit in its objectives to address the stagnating (in relative terms) farmer income and the increasing inequality as well as inequity, i.e. opportunities. China has now clearly made the change from regarding agriculture as mainly “feeding industry” to a sector that requires strong attention in order to achieve objectives of “balancing growth” and increasing farmers’ income. Since 2006, China’s policymakers are announcing the building of the “New Rural Campaign” and they have broadened the rural development strategies by including rural infrastructure, education, health, social security and environmental sustainability.

The “New Rural Campaign” is quite comprehensive in its objectives and approach. In particular, it broadens the traditional sectoral focus to one of rural development. However, the implementation of the reforms is better followed through than others. Key instruments include very large increase of public investments, in particular in infrastructure. Institutional reforms, not surprisingly, are much more difficult to tackle. This includes reforms that could boost agricultural growth and farmers’ income such as a further weakening of the hukou system, a better land management system that would be the basis for a improved land market and, hence, allocation of land and labor resources. It also includes a further focus on facilitating the development of farmer cooperatives and associations, the strengthening of the food safety system, etc.

The institutional challenges are not unique to China. The earlier quest for integrated rural development policies in the world can be dated back to the 1970s when development economists realized the induced technological change prevailed in the 1960s might be blocked due to the pervasive market failures for smallholders. State’s delivery of complementary credit,
technical assistance, crop insurance and access to markets were believed to be able to pull off. These attempts were, however, generally not successful beyond the level of pilot projects (de Janvry et al., 2002).

Then after the general failure of redistributive land reforms in the 1980s and state-led rural development initiatives, re-thinking integrated development strategies started to center on the better understanding of rural households, communities, institutions, and the role of the state. Many of the institutions in rural areas have developed in response to the specific material and informational conditions of agriculture, and many of local organizations and institutions are also found being able to fill the gaps between markets and the state (Binswanger & Deininger, 1997).

Nevertheless, recent studies find institutional failure at the local community level in many developing countries is often overlooked and bypassed (Bardhan, 2001a, 2001b; Mansuri & Rao, 2004). Mansuri and Rau find the community participation has not been particularly effective at targeting the poor and most of such projects are dominated by elites. Bardhan (2001a) further explains that the problem of capture at local level is more serious than at the national level because collusion among elite groups is easier at the local level. While decentralization and individualization of property rights are expecting to usher the emergence of private services, state’s immediate compression (at central and local level) leaves “institutional gaps” due to market size, high risks and information failures (de Janvry et al., 2002, p1607).

In China, the implementation of the important reforms such as those on land tenure – or a more rapid progress toward participation – is also hampered by institutional obstacles within the government system. For instance, the implementation of China’s comprehensive development strategies requires “cross-sectoral” reforms, i.e. reaching far beyond agriculture. To achieve the multi-objective development goals, coordination and cooperation across sectors (and regions) are needed at all stages from planning over implementing to monitoring and evaluation. Such system, however, is absent at both central and working (or local) level (Fock & Fock, 2007, p255). Similarly, the multi-tier ‘nested’ hierarchy of administrative structure, with hugely different objectives at these various tiers, makes the implementing a comprehensive rural development strategy in a vast country of hugely different regions particularly challenging. A system of cross-regional coordination is as weak as that between various government sectors.

This lends cautious support to the argument that the comprehensive development strategy is only vocal at central level. While the abovementioned evidence since 1990s illustrates that both market failures and community failures disable integrated rural development strategy, government failures are pervasive because of the involvement of pressure groups and state’s limited capacity of coherence. The need for reforming the government system, including a strengthening of an independent monitoring and evaluation of government activities (both, through independent auditors and the general public, and a much stronger involvement of citizens in the decision-making processes) is required.

5 CONCLUSION

This article categorizes the public actions in China’s agricultural transformation into institutional reforms, market liberalization and public investments, and shows their distinctive role at different stages of development. On the basis of the institutional reforms which delegated decision-making to individual households, market liberalization was able to proceed without creating polarized distribution. Later, public investments became a significant contributor to
agricultural growth. Nevertheless, the public investments could not unshackle the “institutional” bottlenecks and overcome the (relative) depression of the rural economy.

Agricultural transformation is described by Timmer (1988) to evolve through four phases. China seems to be at the third stage for integrating rural factor and product markets with the rest of the economy – after the rising agricultural productivity at the first stage and taping the surplus created for the non-agricultural sector. This process of integration, however, proceeds on a narrow course because of the structural rigidities, existing imperfect markets, and already formed interest groups.

The integrated or multi-dimensional rural development strategies, often formulated in response to these challenges, emphasize both free market and government policy interventions. But the “price and marketing policy” recognizes widespread market failures in agriculture as well as extensive government failures in implementation (Timmer, 1988, p325). Unproductive policies, shared in both developing and developed countries, regard any perceived problem as potentially resolvable by taking income from some and giving it to others (Knudsen et al., 1990).

In such context, the “New Rural Campaign” projected in China is a unique undertaking given the institutional challenges. Government should focus on capacity-building and institution-building which pay special attention to the poor’s access to various markets and the conditions of their participation in them, rather than in a top-down mode. After all, lack of individual initiative, incentives tend to be achieved at huge costs. Public sectors, in contrast, tend to poorly adapt to information and incentives; once caught, information tends to be poorly processed (Stiglitz, 1993). Bottom-up development mode, which is based on well-developed structure for transmitting information and norms among economic agents, is the endogenous and stable engine for a sustainable development in agriculture.
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